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By applying a recent result of Naiman and Wynn on abstract tubes, we establish
a new improvement of the classical Bonferroni inequalities for any finite collection
of sets [Av]v # V associated with an additional structure, which is assumed to be
given by a union-closed set X of non-empty subsets of V such that x # X Ax
v  X Av for any X # X. The result generalizes several other results from the literature.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Bonferroni inequalities (also known as inclusion-exclusion inequalities)
are an important tool in combinatorics and probability theory. For any
finite collection of sets [Av]v # V , any measure + on the algebra generated
by these sets and any n # N the classical Bonferroni inequalities state that
+ \ .v # V Av+ :IV; 0<|I |n (&1)
|I |&1 + \,i # I Ai+ (n even),
+ \ .v # V Av+ :IV; 0<|I |n (&1)
|I |&1 + \,i # I Ai+ (n odd).
Unfortunately, the number of terms on the right side is quite large, in fact
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This raises the question wether the number of terms can be reduced without,
of course, reducing the quality of the bounds. A very powerful theory for deal-
ing with this question was recently initiated by Naiman and Wynn [4] and
is referred to as abstract tube theory. We briefly review this theory in Section 2
of this paper. In Section 3 the main result of this theory is applied to deduce
a new improvement of the classical Bonferroni inequalities, thus generalizing
a recent improvement of the present author [1] as well as some other well-
known results from the literature.
2. A BRIEF REVIEW OF ABSTRACT TUBE THEORY
In this section, we review the basic notions and facts of abstract tube
theory. In order to keep the exposition self-contained, we start with some
prerequisites from simplicial topology as they can be found in Rotman [6].
An abstract simplicial complex S is a set of non-empty subsets of some
finite set V such that I # S and <{J/I imply J # S. The elements of S
are the simplices of S, whereas the elements of  S=I # S I are the vertices
of S. A geometric realization of S is a topological space homeomorphic to
.
I # S { :i # I t iei } each t i0 and :i # I t i=1= ,
where [ev]v # V is the standard basis of RV. Recall that two topological spaces
X and Y are homeomorphic if there exists a bijective mapping ,: X  Y such
that both , and its inverse ,&1 are continuous. Evidently, a geometric realiza-
tion is unique up to homeomorphism.
A topological space X is contractible if there is a continuous map
F : X_[0, 1]  X such that F( } , 0) is the identity on X and F( } , 1) is
constant. Since contractibility is a homeomorphism invariant, we may call
an abstract simplicial complex contractible if it has a contractible geometric
realization. For example, for any finite set V the abstract simplicial complex
P*(V) consisting of all non-empty subsets of V is contractible.
We are now ready to give the basic definitions of abstract tube theory.
An abstract tube is a pair (A, S) consisting of a finite collection of sets
A=[Av]v # V and an abstract simplicial complex SP*(V) such that for
any | # v # V Av the abstract simplicial complex
S(|) :={I # S } | # ,i # I Ai=
is contractible. Given two abstract tubes (A1 , S1) and (A2 , S2), we say that
(A1 , S1) is a subtube of (A2 , S2) if A1=A2 and S1 S2 .
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The following propositions are due to Naiman and Wynn [4].
Proposition 2.1. Let ([Av]v # V , S) be an abstract tube, and let + be a
measure on the algebra generated by [Av]v # V . Then, for any n # N,
+ \ .v # V Av+ :I # S; |I |n (&1)
|I |&1 + \,i # I Ai+ (n even),
+ \ .v # V Av+ :I # S; |I |n (&1)
|I |&1 + \,i # I Ai+ (n odd).
Proposition 2.2. Let ([Av]v # V , S$) be a subtube of ([Av]v # V , S), and
let + be a measure on the algebra generated by [Av]v # V . Then, for any
n # N,
:
I # S$; |I |n
(&1) |I |&1 + \,i # I Ai+ :I # S; |I |n (&1)
|I |&1 + \,i # I Ai+ (n even),
:
I # S$; |I |n
(&1) |I |&1 + \,i # I Ai+ :I # S; |I |n (&1)
|I |&1 + \,i # I Ai+ (n odd).
Since ([Av]v # V , P*(V )) is an abstract tube for any finite collection of
sets [Av]v # V , the classical Bonferroni inequalities are a special case of
Proposition 2.1. Moreover, since any abstract tube ([Av]v # V , S) is a
subtube of ([Av]v # V , P*(V)), Proposition 2.2 especially states that the
bounds given by Proposition 2.1 are at least as good as the classical
bounds, although less computational effort is needed to compute them.
Note that in Proposition 2.1 the equals sign holds if nmaxI # S |I |. In
this case, Proposition 2.1 provides improved inclusion-exclusion identities.
3. ABSTRACT TUBES VIA UNION-CLOSED SET SYSTEMS
With any finite set V and each XP*(V ) we associate the complex
I(V, X) :=[IV | I{< and I$3 X for any X # X],
consisting of all non-empty subsets I of V which do not include any X # X
as a subset. X is called union-closed if X _ Y # X for any X, Y # X.
We are now ready to state the main result of this paper, which strongly
generalizes the main results of [1, 2]. The corresponding inequalities can
easily be read from Proposition 2.1. They also appear as Theorem A.3 in
the appendix, where an elementary proof of these inequalities is given.
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Theorem 3.1. Let [Av]v # V be a finite collection of sets, and let X be a
union-closed set of non-empty subsets of V such that for any X # X,
,
x # X
Ax .
v  X
Av .
Then, ([Av]v # V , I(V, X)) is an abstract tube.
The proof uses the following simple lemma, which is adopted from [1].
Lemma 3.2. Let V be a finite set and X a set of subsets of V. Then
I(V, X) is contractible or X is a covering of V.
Proof of Theorem 3.1. We prove Theorem 3.1 by contradiction. Assume
there exists some | # v # V Av such that I(V, X)(|) is not contractible.
Since I(V, X)(|)=I(V| , X & P*(V|)), where V| :=[v # V | | # Av], the
assumption and Lemma 3.2 entrain that X & P*(V|) is a covering of V| .
From this and the union-closedness of X it follows that V| # X and hence,
| # ,
v # V|
Av .
v  V|
Av .
Therefore, | # Av for some v  V| , contradicting the definition of V| . K
Theorem 3.1 can equivalently be stated using kernel operators instead of
union-closed set systems. Recall that a kernel operator on a power set P is
a mapping k: P  P such that k(X )X, k(k(X ))=k(X ) and XY O
k(X )k(Y ) for any X, Y # P. A set X # P is k-open if k(X)=X. The equiv-
alent formulation of Theorem 3.1 follows.
Theorem 3.3. Let [Av]v # V be a finite collection of sets, and let k be a
kernel operator on the power set of V such that for any k-open X # P*(V ),
,
x # X
Ax .
v  X
Av .
Then, ([Av]v # V , [I # P*(V ) | k(I )=<]) is an abstract tube.
Proof. Define X :=[X # P*(V ) | X k-open]. Then, X is union-closed,
and for any I # P*(V) it is easily seen that I # I(V, X) if and only if k(I )=<.
Theorem 3.1 now gives the result. K
Remark. Theorem 3.1 can equally well be deduced from Theorem 3.3. To
see this, consider the kernel operator I [ k(I) where k(I) := [X # X | XI].
We now derive some corollaries from Theorem 3.1. Recall that a mapping
c: P*(V )  P*(V ) is extensional if Xc(X ) for any X # P*(V ). A chain is
a set system C where XY or YX for any X, Y # C.
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Corollary 3.4. Let [Av]v # V be a finite collection of sets, c: P*(V ) 
P*(V) an extensional mapping and X a set of non-empty subsets of V such
that [c(X ) | X # X] is a chain and
,
x # X
Ax .
v  c(X )
Av
for any X # X. Then, ([Av]v # V , I(V, X)) is an abstract tube.
Proof. We apply Theorem 3.1 with X$ :=[ I | <{IX] instead of
X. Then, X$ is union-closed and for any X$ # X$ the assumptions imply
X$=. [X | X # X, XX$]. [c(X ) | X # X, XX$]=c(X*)
for some X* # X, X*X$. Therefore, X*X$c(X*) and hence,
,
x # X$
Ax ,
x # X*
Ax .
v  c(X*)
Av .
v  X$
Av
thus proving that X$ satisfies the requirements of Theorem 3.1. K
As a second corollary, we deduce the main result of [1]. An elementary
proof of the corresponding identity can also be found in [2].
Corollary 3.5. Let [Av]v # V be a finite collection of sets whose index
set V is endowed with a linear ordering relation, and let X be a set of non-
empty subsets of V such that for any X # X,
,
x # X
Ax .
v>max X
Av .
Then, ([Av]v # V , I(V, X)) is an abstract tube.
Proof. Corollary 3.5 follows from Corollary 3.4 by means of the mapping
X [ c(X) where c(X ) :=[v # V | vmax X ] for any X # P*(V ). K
Remark. As noted in [1, 2], the inclusion-exclusion identity correspond-
ing to the abstract tube of Corollary 3.5 generalizes Narushima’s inclusion-
exclusion variant for posets [5], Whitney’s broken circuit theorem on
chromatic polynomials of graphs [8] and Shier’s semilattice expression for
the reliability of a coherent binary system [7, Sect. 6.3]. Readers interested
in both inclusion-exclusion and reliability theory are referred to [1, 3, 7].
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APPENDIX
As shown subsequently, the improved inclusion-exclusion identities and
Bonferroni inequalities corresponding to the abstract tube of Theorem 3.1
can also be proved in an elementary way in terms of the Euler characteristic,
which for any abstract simplicial complex S is defined by
/(S) := :
I # S
(&1)dim I,
where dim I :=|I |&1 is the dimension of I. The dimension of S, dim S, is
the maximum dimension of a simplex in S.
Lemma A.1. Let S be an abstract simplicial complex, and let x be a
vertex of S such that I # S and dim I<dim S imply I _ [x] # S. Then,
/(S)1 if the dimension of S is odd, and /(S)1 if the dimension of S
is even.
Proof. By definition of the Euler characteristic,
/(S)=1+ :
I # S, x  I
(&1)dim I+ :
I # S, x # I; I{[x]
(&1)dim I
=1+ :
I # S, x  I; dim I=dim S
(&1)dim I+ :
I # S, x  I; dim I<dim S
(&1)dim I
+ :
I # S, x  I; dim I<dim S
(&1)dim(I _ [x]).
Since dim(I _ [x])=dim I+1 for any x  I, the last line gives
/(S)=1+ :
I # S, x  I; dim I=dim S
(&1)dim I
=1+(&1)dim S :
I # S, x  I ; dim I=dim S
1,
thus proving the lemma. K
Lemma A.2. Let X be a set of non-empty subsets of some finite set V
such that X is not a covering of V, and for any n # N define
In(V, X) :=[IV | 0<|I |n and I$3 X for any X # X].
Then, /(In(V, X))1 if n is even, and /(In(V, X))1 if n is odd.
Proof. Choose x # V" X and apply Lemma A.1. K
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Remark. Since In(V, X)=I(V, X) for any n|V |, Lemma A.2 implies
that /(I(V, X))=1 if X is not a covering of V. This also follows from
Lemma 3.2, since any contractible abstract simplicial complex has Euler
characteristic 1.
Theorem A.3. Let [Av]v # V be a finite collection of sets and + a measure
on the algebra generated by these sets. In addition, let X be a union-closed
set of non-empty subsets of V such that for any X # X,
,
x # X
Ax .
v  X
Av .
Then, for any n # N,
+ \ .v # V Av+ :I # In (V, X) (&1)
|I |&1 + \,i # I Ai+ (n even),
+ \ .v # V Av+ :I # In (V, X) (&1)
|I |&1 + \,i # I Ai+ (n odd ),
where In(V, X) is defined as in Lemma A.2.
Proof. We only consider the case where n is odd. In this case, it
obviously suffices to show that /(In(V, X)(|))1 for any | # v # VAv . To
obtain a contradiction, assume that /(In(V, X)(|))<1 for some | # v # V Av .
Since In(V, X)(|)=In(V| , X & P*(V|)), where V| is defined as in the proof
of Theorem 3.1, the contradiction assumption and Lemma A.2 imply that
X & P*(V|) is a covering of V| . Now switch to the proof of Theorem 3.1. K
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